Amadeus Corporate Insight
Travel & Expense
Powering smarter business travel
through business intelligence
Your company’s investment in Business Travel needs to
bring growth, efficiency and employee productivity.
With Amadeus Corporate Insight we help our customers
maximise the return on their Business Travel spend,
enabling them to better control costs and negotiate with
confidence. Being able to rely on a single source of data
with up-to-date information will empower you to take
confident, timely decisions.

Business travel gets smarter for your corporation...
1. Analyse your company travel spend
answering all your key questions

2. Using a fast, easy-to-use tool on
your desktop, tablet or mobile phone

3. With pre-defined dashboards and
easy to customise for further analysis

• Am I managing travel within budget?

Answering all your T&E related questions
is made really easy thanks to an advanced
and intuitive user interface.

Over 35 pre-defined dashboards cover the
most recurrent concerns of travel managers
and budget controllers.
In addition, you may customise the content
of these dashboards, save them and even
build your own dashboards:

• Are negotiated rates booked? Can I
improve or reinforce my travel program for
some destinations or for specific divisions
in my company?
• Which suppliers am I spending the most
with?
• What is my online booking ratio? How
can it be improved? What is the average
fare difference between online and offline
bookings?
• On which destinations and / or with which
suppliers can I find missed opportunities
for saving money?

Its fully responsive design enables visualization not only on desktop but also across
all mobile devices.
The tool allows you to change filters and
drill down to analyse data quickly.

• Drill down on any chart by selecting a
specific (or several) dimension(s). Other
charts automatically adjust.

Data behind some charts can be exported
for further processing or including in your
reports and presentations, for instance as
an Excel file or PowerPoint.

• Apply filters to any report. For instance,
details by organisational structure as well
as by projects are available on all reports

• On which routes could my company save
money if travel was booked further in
advance?

Without the right data, we don’t get the most
out of our travel buying”
Chief Procurement Officer, US Corporate

• You can save changes to existing
dashboards or create your own, as well
as custom charts and “visual stories”,
using the wide range of dimensions and
measures available.

If we capture travel data at the right points in our
T&E process, we can establish automated loops back into
the business that result in better deals for our travel.”
Chief Operations Officer, EU Corporate

Source:
Managing every mile, How to deliver greater return on investment from Travel and Expense,
September 2017, London School of Economics and Political Science
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With the technology that keeps the travel industry moving

A powerful data model

Able to integrate data
from other sources

Built on a robust
infrastructure

A powerful data model is at the core of
Amadeus Corporate Insight Travel &
Expense, leveraging Amadeus expertise in
travel, business intelligence and reporting.

In addition to data from Amadeus cytric
Travel and Expense, your own data set (e.g.
budget, forecasts) can also be integrated
so that you can, for instance, monitor
evolution of your travel spend against
budget directly in the tool.

Amadeus Corporate Insight benefits from
Amadeus expertise in travel intelligence
solutions, products and services.

It relies on an exhaustive (booking and
expense) and up-to-date set of data, which
is refreshed on a daily basis.
Past data is included with a 2-year history.

Amadeus Corporate Insight is also able
to capture data from other expense
management systems or credit card feeds.

It relies on the latest business intelligence
technologies and on a flexible, secure and
scalable platform to deliver innovative
insights for the travel industry.
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experts
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countries
Visit amadeus.com/corporatesolutions or
contact your Amadeus Account Manager to learn more

Powering smarter business travel

